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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and means are provided having particular 
significance for dyeing textile strand material by circu 
lating such material in a confined space, preferably, 
under the aspirating influence of jetted inert gas, and 
applying a treating liquor formulated for effective ap 
plication at a short liquor ratio, preferably, by meter 
ing the same into the gas as it is supplied to produce 
the aspirating influence. Excellent distribution of the 
treating liquor throughout the material is obtained in 
this manner, while spent liquor effluent is materially 
reduced. 

15 Claims, 9 Drawing Figures 
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1. 

APPARATUS FOR WET PROCESSING OF TEXTLE 
MATERAS 

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This is a continuation-in-part of copending applica 
tion Ser. No. 318,087, filed Dec. 26, 1972, and aban 
doned in favor of the present application upon its sub 
sequent filing. 

In addition, it may be noted that commonly assigned 
copending applications Ser. No. 272,774, filed July 18, 
1972, now U.S. Pat. No. 3780544, Ser. No. 234,495, 
filed Mar. 14, 1972, now abandoned; and Ser. No. 
240,010, filed Mar. 31, 1972, now U.S. Pat. No. 
3,755,869; disclose and claim apparatus features and 
handling techniques that may be employed advanta 
geously in practicing the present invention. Also, co 
pending application Ser. No. 318,086, filed concur 
rently with the parent application, now abandoned, dis 
closes and claims a package dyeing method and means 
employing similar principles for coloring textile mate 
rial in package form. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

At 88, 9-14 of the Journal of the Society of Dyers and 
Colourists (Jan. 1972), an aqueous dyeing system is de 
scribed in which exceptionally short liquor ratios are 
successfully employed by formulating the dyestuff with 
a foaming agent and converting the liquor to a foam on 
and in the substrate before raising temperature to fix 
the color. General application of the described tech 
nique for wet processing of all sorts is indicated. 
The short liquor ratios involved (i.e., ratio of sub 

strate weight to weight of treating liquor) are, in gen 
eral, of the order at which no liquor exists outside the 
substrate following distribution of the treating liquor 
therein. For special purposes, such as to enable migra 
tion to occur during blend dyeing, it may sometimes be 
desirable to produce liquor outside the substrate by 
adding water to the system, but even so the liquor ratio 
employed will still be materially reduced from that usu 
ally employed in conventional dyeing and will normally 
be of the order first indicated. 

Principal factors in obtaining effective application of 
treating formulations at such short liquor ratios are se 
lection of a liquor ratio and foaming agent concentra 
tion at which distribution of the formulation through 
the substrate in a reasonable time is possible, and impo 
sition of incidental mechanical forces on the substrate 
as it is handled during application of the formulation. In 
the latter connection, good results are reported for gar 
ments and half hose when treated with a dyestuff for 
mulation in rotating drum equipment which subjects 
such articles to a tumbling action. Apparently such ac 
tion generates a foamed condition of the applied for 
mulation within the substrate that promotes excellent 
distribution. 
The problem of providing a practicable application 

technique and apparatus arrangement for obtaining 
comparable results on piece goods and the like has re 
mained, however, and it is the solution of this problem 
to which the present invention is directed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The aforesaid problem is solved at particular advan 
tage according to the best mode contemplated for car 
rying out the present invention by a unique adaptation 
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2 
of the manner in which textile piece goods have hereto 
fore been handled for wet processing by circulating 
them through a treating bath in endless strand form 
under the influence of a venturi-induced jet of a cycled 
portion of the bath. 
Such previously established processing practice is 

adapted for effective use in foaming the treating formu 
lation and distributing it evenly through the substrate in 
accordance with the present invention by arranging to 
circulate the piece goods under the aspirating influence 
of jetted inert gas, and metering the treating formula 
tion into the gas as it is supplied to produce the aspirat 
ing influence. 

Imposition of the mechanical forces necessary to de 
velop the foamed condition and even distribution of the 
applied formulation results both from the influence of 
the jetted inert gas and from the handling of the sub 
strate otherwise during its circulation, as will appear 
more fully from the detailed description further below 
in connection with the accompanying drawings. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of a representa 
tive apparatus arrangement suited for practicing the 
present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a further diagrammatic illustration showing 

an alternate extraction arrangement; 
FIG. 3 is a side elevation of apparatus modified in 

certain particulars as has been found advantageous in 
adapting the invention to production use; 
FIG. 4 is a plan view corresponding to FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is a longitudinal central section of the vertical 

intake leg of the FIG. 3 apparatus superstructure; 
FIG. 6 is a side elevation of the superstructure junc 

tion housing; 
FIG. 7 is a vertical central section corresponding to 

FIG. 6; 
FIG. 8 is a longitudinal central section of the inclined 

discharge leg of the superstructure; and 
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of the operating system 

associated with the FIG. 3 apparatus. 
DETALED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The apparatus arrangements shown in FIGS. and 2 
of the drawings are used first to illustrate the manner in 
which the present invention is practiced because the 
operating principles involved were confirmed through 
development work with apparatus of this sort. It should 
be noted, however, that while the illustrated apparatus 
is arranged for batch operation, and more particularly 
for handling piece goods in endless rope form, the con 
firmed operating principles are of general application, 
so that the apparatus can be arranged as well for han 
dling the piece goods in open width form, or for treat 
ing other textile strand material such as tow, or for con 
tinuous operation, with equally good results. 

It should also be noted that when an “inert gas' is re 
ferred to in describing the operating procedure it is 
meant that the gas is inert with respect to the treating 
liquor and the material being handled. That is, that the 
gas has no unwanted reactive or other influence on the 
liquor or the material. Normally the gas employed will 
be air, although one that is inert in the strict sense, such 
as nitrogen, can be used whenever there is reason to do 
SO. 

In addition, it should be understood that when treat 
ing liquor application and distribution is described 
herein, or referred to in the claims that follow, as being 
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accomplished in a "reasonable time" by strand mate 
rial circulation at a sufficiently rapid rate, it is meant 
that application and distribution time is no longer than 
that required in alternative wet processing procedures, 
such as jet dyeing or solvent dyeing, and that the strand 
material is circulated rapidly enough to produce this 
result. Strand material circulation can, of course, beef 
fected in a variety of ways, as, for example, with a 
winch system of the sort commonly employed in dye 
becks or by suitably arranged rolls of various sorts, and 
any circulation system employed is almost certain to 
impose the incidental mechanical forces needed to pro 
mote even distribution of the treating liquor, but unless 
the system employed also provides for a sufficiently 
rapid circulation rate the time required for treating li 
quor application and distribution can be unreasonably 
prolonged. It is for this reason that circulation by jetted 
inert gas is preferred according to the present inven 
tion, although it is the rapid circulation rates made pos 
sible by circulation in this manner that is of primary sig 
nificance and any other system capable of producing 
reasonably comparable circulation rates would also 
allow application and distribution of the treating liquor 
in a "reasonable time.' 
Referring to the drawings in detail, FIG. 1 diagrams 

an adapted form of apparatus such as is disclosed and 
claimed in the previously noted copending application 
Ser. No. 272,774, a cylindrical pressure vessel or kier 
10 being mounted on a suitable base 12 with its cylin 
drical axis disposed horizontally to form a treating 
chamber. A kier loading port is provided at 14 through 
which piece goods may be introduced for processing in 
endless strand or rope form as indicated at S, and re 
moved after processing. Interiorly, the kier 10 is parti 
tioned in J-box fashion as shown at 16 to form a storage 
or accumulation means for the greater portion of the 
piece goods strand S as it is circulated within the kier 
after being introduced and confined therein. 

Provision for circulating the strand S during treat 
ment is arranged at a conduit superstructure which in 
cludes a vertical intake portion 18 rising from kier 10, 
a horizontal continuing portion 20, and a terminal dis 
charge portion 22 returning to the kier 10. At the junc 
tion of the vertical intake and continuing horizontal 
portions 18 and 20 an enlarged housing portion 24 is 
provided to enclose a driven roll member 26, which 
may be of the specially covered sort disclosed and 
claimed in copending application Ser. No. 234,495 for 
lifting purposes, or of the suction type comparable to 
that disclosed and claimed in copending application 
Ser. No. 240,010 to provide for extraction as well as 
lifting. In either case, the vertical intake portion 18 into 
which the strand S is lifted from kier 10 is situated adja 
cent the loading port 14 and above the exit end of the 
J-box storage means 16, and the housing portion 24 at 
the upper end thereof is formed to enclose the driven 
roll member 26 at an offset disposition such that the 
strand S is lifted axially into intake portion 18 by roll 
member 26 and delivered therefrom axially to the con 
tinuing superstructure portion 20. 

In this continuing horizontal portion 20, just beyond 
roll member 26, a venturi structure 28 is formed. Ex 
cept for the roll housing portion 24, the other Super 
structure portions preferably have a lengthwise tubular 
form that is enough larger in cross section at all points 
than the strand material S to allow for passage of this 
material freely therethrough, and the venturi structure 
28 is formed by a tapered necking of the horizontal 
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continuing portion 20 at 30 and the installation of a 
venturi tube 32 thereat. The installed venturi tube 32 is 
arranged concentrically within the continuing portion 
20 so that its downstream end is spaced to provide an 
annular nozzle at the necking 30 that is fed through a 
piping connection at 32. The upstream end of venturi 
tube 32 is flared to receive strand material S delivered 
by the roll member 26 readily, and is adjacently sealed 
within the continuing superstructure portion 20 so that 
the feed through piping connection 34 can escape only 
through the annular nozzle at necking 30. 
An aspirating influence is induced at the venturi 

structure 28 from a blower 36 that is connected, as in 
dicated at 38, to draw from the interior of kier 10 and 
to deliver through a heat exchanger at 40 and throttle 
valve at 42 to the venturi structure at feed connection 
34. The short treating liquor is metered into the blower 
feed to the venturi structure from a mixing tank 44 by 
a pump 46 connected for delivering formulated treat 
ing liquor from tank 44 through an add line 48 having 
a throttle valve 50 and flow meter 52 installed therein 
and a nozzle S4 at the downstream end thereof that is 
fitted to the blower delivery leg 34 so as to discharge 
therein ahead of (i.e., upstream of) venturi structure 
28. The resulting influence at the venturi structure 28 is 
one of aspiration from the jetted discharge of the 
blower feed and of distributive application of the me 
tered treating liquor carried by the blower feed. The 
aspirating influence serves to forward the strand mate 
rial S through the remainder of the superstructure and 
also to impose mechanical forces on the strand S by 
which even distribution of the applied treating liquor is 
promoted as mentioned earlier. 
The forwarded strand material S is returned to the 

kier 10 through the superstructure discharge portion 
22 with the flow of air (or other inert gas) resulting 
from the jetted blower feed and with the applied treat 
ing liquor carried in the material. Withinkier 10 a baf 
fle member 56 is disposed adjacent the returning end of 
superstructure discharge portion 22 for deflecting the 
circulating strand S and thereby imposing further inci 
dental mechanical forces in aid of treating liquor distri 
bution as well as directing orderly transient accumula 
tion of the returning strand material in the J-box stor 
age means 16. Additional mechanical forces are inci 
dentally applied to the strand material S as it progresses 
through the J-box storage means 16 and as it is handled 
by the lifter roll 26 so as to produce a very thorough 
and even distribution of the treating liquor in the strand 
material as a result of its circulation, which is accom 
plished while maintaining the circulating strand mate 
rial entirely free of nip constraint as shown in the draw 
IngS. 
A typical piece goods dyeing operation carried out 

according to the present invention in apparatus ar 
ranged in the foregoing manner starts with loading the 
kier 10 by introducing one end of the piece goods 
through the loading port 14 and directing it over roll 
member 26 with the drive thereto running and with 
blower 36 operating to feed the venturi structure 28 
with air, so that the goods are progressively forwarded 
through the superstructure and returned to the J-box 
storage means 16 in kier 10 where the leading end will 
work its way within reach through the loading port. A 
leader is helpful in expediting this step. 
When the leading end of the goods can be reached it 

is withdrawn through loading port 14 and sewn to the 
trailing goods end and the entire piece goods length to 
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be treated is placed withinkier 10 to form the endless 
strand or rope S arranged therein as indicated in FIG. 
1. The kier 10 should provide a unit load capacity of 
about 250 pounds. The kier 10 can, of course, be elon 
gated horizontally to accommodate multiple strand 
handling arrangements of the FIG. 1 sort, and when this 
is done the load capacity should increase by a corre 
sponding multiple. A polyester/acrylic fabric treated in 
apparatus generally comparable to that shown in FIG. 1 
formed a strand S of approximately 450 yards. 
With the strand S loaded and circulating, the next 

step is to apply the dyestuff which will already have 
been formulated in the mixing tank 44. For the polyes 
ter/acrylic fabric noted above, a disperse dye for the 
polyester and a basic dye for the acrylic were selected 
to produce a blue/pink heather shade. These dyestuffs 
were formulated in usual fashion, except that a foaming 
agent was added as taught by the previously mentioned 
publication, and the formulation was prepared at a li 
quor ratio of 1:2.0. A more generally suitable ratio has 
been found to be 1: 1.5. Shorter ratios can be employed, 
but even distribution becomes difficult if the ratio is 
made too short. Longer ratios can also be used when 
desired, although if a ratio of about 1:2.5 is exceeded 
liquor is apt to exist outside the substrate and this con 
dition should be avoided unless particular circum 
stances require it. 
For application of the dyestuff, the apparatus should 

be arranged to circulate the strand Sat about 300 yards 
per minute and the dyestuff formulation should be me 
tered into the air stream ahead of the venturi structure 
28 so that it has been added in about 15 minutes. With 
the above-noted polyester/acrylic fabric the add rate 
was 4.5 gallons per minute, which was set by the throt 
tle valve 50. After full addition of the dyestuff, circula 
tion of the strand S is continued for a comparable per 
iod (i.e., about 15 minutes) to obtain thorough distri 
bution, while temperature within the kier 10 is main 
tained below that at which the dyestuff becomes sub 
stantive (e.g., usually below about 100°F.) throughout 
this initial portion of the processing. For this latter pur 
pose, the heat exchanger 40 is operated to supply what 
ever cooling effect is needed to counteract heating of 
the air feed to venturi structure 28 by blower 36. 
Upon application and distribution of the dyestuff in 

the foregoing manner, the dyestuff is caused to strike 
by elevating the kier temperature with the loading port 
14 closed so as to pressurize the kier and aid in Sup 
pressing moisture loss. The heat exchanger 40 is used 
for this purpose, together with a supplementary heating 
means 58 arranged within kier 10 and a steam line 60 
through which steam is fed to kier 10 to maintain an 
even moisture level in the strand S during the tempera 
ture elevation. For the polyester/acrylic fabric previ 
ously noted a fixing temperature of 250F. was needed, 
and was reached in 30 minutes, after which circulation 
was continued for a like period at this temperature. 
Following dye fixation, the strand S can be extracted 

and rinsed if the roll member 26 is of the suction type 
as previously mentioned. Because the roll member 26 
has an important lifting function in assisting circulation 
of the strand S, if it is of the suction type it will usually 
be desirable to maintain a light suction thereat suffi 
cient to assure adequate tractive action during normal 
operation, while providing for increasing the suction 
when extraction is desired. FIG. 1 indicates an arrange 
ment for impressing suction at roll member 26 through 
a line 62 running to a vacuum pump 64 that exhausts 
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6 
externally of the system. As suction type rolls are char 
acterized by a perforate working surface, when line 62 
is arranged to draw at the interior of a suction type roll 
member 26 extraction of the strand Strained thereover 
will result, and the extract will be dumped by the exter 
nally exhausting vacuum pump 64. 

If such extraction is provided for and desired, the 
heat exchanger 40 should first be operated to bring the 
kier temperature below the boiling point of water (e.g., 
to about 180°F.) so that kier 10 can be opened to the 
atmosphere at loading port 14 during the extraction. 
With the strand S still circulating, the vacuum pump 64 
is placed in full operation to extract foam and moisture. 
The extraction should be continued during at least two 
complete circulations of the strand S. Then a water 
rinse may be applied using the same facilities provided 
for the dyestuff application and at the same liquor ratio 
(about 1: 1.5). About four circulations of the strand S 
should be allowed for the rinse water application, after 
which a second extraction and rinse followed by a final 
extraction will place the goods in excellent condition 
for unloading and subsequent handling. Total process 
ing time of 2 to 2%hours, including such extraction and 
rinsing, is normal. 
FIG. 2 diagrams an alternate arrangement for im 

pressing suction at the roll member 26 through a vac 
uum line 66 running through a water separator 68 to 
the suction leg 38 for blower 36 beyond a throttle valve 
70 which may be adjusted to obtain the level of suction 
desired in vacuum line 66. The separator 68 is provided 
with a drain at 72 for dumping the extract. 
Both the FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 arrangements additionally 

include a water line 74 to kier 10 and a kier drain at 76 
for general utility purposes. It should be noted that for 
simplicity of illustration the kier drain 76 is shown as 
being connected to kier 10 in common with the suction 
leg 38 of blower 36, but that in practice some provision 
(not shown) would be needed to prevent any liquid col 
lecting at the bottom of kier 10 during blower opera 
tion, such as condensate, from being drawn into the 
blower suction leg. Usually, it will be easiest to make 
such provision by connecting the blower suction leg 38 
separately at a level above that of any likely or intended 
liquid accumulation in kier 10 during blower operation. 
Also, it may be desirable to connect a valved branch 
line (not shown) from kier drain 76 to pump 46 so that 
any condensate or other liquid collecting in kier 10 
during processing which contains significant treating 
agent may be returned to the blower feed at venturi 28 
for reapplication to the goods being handled. 
The further apparatus embodiment illustrated by 

FIGS. 3 through 9 of the drawings represents, as men 
tioned earlier, an equipment design incorporating cer 
tain modifications developed in adapting the invention 
fully to the practical considerations of production use. 
In the main, these modifications are concerned with the 
superstructure arrangement provided for effecting cir 
culation of the strand material to be treated, and with 
an improved extraction means included in the modified 
Superstructure arrangement. 
Referring at first to FIGS. 3 and 4, the modified appa 

ratus embodiment illustrated will be seen again to com 
prise a cylindrical pressure vessel or kier 100 mounted 
to stand on a base 102 with its axis disposed horizon 
tally to form a treating chamber. Also, as before, the 
kier 100 is provided with a loading port at 104 and with 
internally spaced J-box partitioning, as indicated in 
dotted lines at 106 and 108, to form a storage or accu 
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mulation space for the greater portion of the strand ma 
terial being treated, although it should be noted that in 
this instance the J-box partitioning 106 and 108 has a 
special configuration for relating it to the modified su 
perstructure arrangement and that the superstructure 
arrangement provides an additional loading port as will 
be pointed out further presently. In addition, the kier 
100 is fitted with an inspection and access port 110 
(see FIG. 4) through which the kier interior can be 
viewed during processing operation and at which the 
kier can be opened to the atmosphere whenever de 
sired or access to the interior can be gained whenever 
necessary. 
The modified superstructure arrangement provided 

for the presently described embodiment includes a ver 
tical intake leg 112 rising from the kier 100, an inclined 
discharge leg 114 returning to the kier 100, and an en 
larged housing 116 forming a junction of these legs, as 
illustrated generally in FIGS. 3 and 4 and detailed fur 
ther in FIGS. 5 to 8. The intake and discharge legs 112 
and 114 have a lengthwise tubular conduit form pro 
portioned in cross section for circulation of strand ma 
terial freely therethrough, and the intake leg 112 into 
which the circulating strand material is lifted from kier 
100 is mounted at a flanged kier outlet 118 arranged 
adjacent the loading port 104 and aligned vertically 
above the exit end of the J-box configuration formed by 
the interior kier partitioning 106 and 108 which termi 
nates in vertical portions at 106' and 108' for such 
alignment. 
A flanged kier inlet 120 is also provided for mounting 

the superstructure discharge leg 114 at an inclination 
such that the wrap of circulating strand material about 
a lifter roll 122 installed in the superstructure junction 
housing 116 approaches 180 as nearly as possible, 
which as a practical matter will normally mean a wrap 
in the order of 160. This inlet fitting 120 is extended 
interiorly of kier 100 in elbow fashion so as to termi 
nate in a horizontal portion 120' (see the dotted 
indication in FIG. 3) within the entrance portion of 
J-box partitioning 106 and 108 at which the inner 
partitioning 106 is formed with an extended flat 
section at 106' and the outer partitioning 108 with a 
flat section 108 of lesser extent. 
Both of these flat sections 106' and 108' are in 

clined in tangent relation to the continuing arcuate 
form of the J-box partitioning and extend to the inner 
kier wall face so as to form an entrance portion that is 
closed except for restricted perforations (not shown) 
adjacent the upper end of inner flat section 106'' that 
serve to release the aspirating gas discharge sufficiently 
to avoid an undue pressure buildup in the entrance por 
tion while maintaining a static pressure thereat which 
materially assists in movement of the accumulated 
strand material through the J-box space. The J-box 
space is completed in usual fashion by side closures 
which, together with the partitioning 106 and 108, is 
imperforate except for the above-noted gas release per 
forations and such additional perforations (not shown) 
as are needed adjacent the kier bottom for drain pur 
poses. If provision is made for multiple strand handling, 
as diagramed in FIG. 9, a J-box space of the foregoing 
form is provided for each strand to be handled. 
The horizontal terminal portion 120' of inlet fitting 

120 has the related significance of causing the aspirat 
ing gas discharge to project the returning strand mate 
rial against a facing area of the outer J-box partitioning 
108 from which it then falls away in a varying pattern 
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8 
toward the lower end portion of inner flat section 106' 
to be directed therefrom into the continuing J-box 
space for accumulation. As a result the returning strand 
material is immediately subjected to substantial and re 
peated impact forces serving importantly to promote 
effective treating liquor foam generation and distribu 
tion. In addition, the initial projection of the strand ma 
terial into the J-box space in the foregoing manner pro 
duces an orderly piling of the strand material therein 
that facilitates its movement therethrough and particu 
larly eases its lifting from the exit end into the Super 
structure at which circulation is effected. 

Lifting of the strand material from the J-box exit end 
into the vertically aligned superstructure intake leg 112 
is accomplished by the previously mentioned lifter roll 
122 which is installed in junction housing 116 as illus 
trated in FIGS. 6 and 7. Flanged tubular fittings 124 
and 126 are provided at housing 116 for assembling it 
with the superstructure intake and discharge legs 112 
and 114 in junction relation, and the lifter roll 122 is 
carried in housing 116 on an axial shaft 128 that is posi 
tioned to align the roll surface tangently with the cen 
tral axes of both superstructure legs 112 and 114 so 
that circulating strand material is received at and deliv 
ered from this surface without materially affecting cen 
tered passage thereof through legs 112 and 114 (see 
FIG. 6). The axial roll shaft 128 projects at both ends 
from housing 116 through suitable sealing means to 
outboard bearing mounts at 130 adjacent one of which 
it is fitted with a pulley 132 (see FIG. 7) to provide for 
driving lifter roll 122 during processing operation. 

In order to provide effective tractive reaction at the 
surface of lifter roll 122 for performing its lifting ac 
tion, a suitably tractive surface covering 134, prefera 
bly of the sort described and claimed in previously 
noted copending application Ser. No. 234,495, is ad 
vantageously employed. In this connection, it should 
also be noted that the substantial strand material wrap 
about roll surface 134 resulting from the modified su 
perstructure arrangement of the presently described 
embodiment, as mentioned earlier, materially enhances 
the tractive reaction obtained and maintains its practi 
cal effectiveness for a wide range of strand materials. It 
was also mentioned earlier that the modified super 
structure arrangement now being considered provides 
an additional loading port which should now be noted 
as arranged on housing 116 at 136. This additional 
loading port is provided because the venturi-jet, at 
which the aspirating influence for strand material cir 
culation and treating liquor application is produced, is 
installed in the superstructure discharge leg 114 so that 
capability for loading strand material at housing 116, or 
of introducing a loading leader thereat, substantially 
facilitates the loading step. 
The installed venturi-jet arrangement in superstruc 

ture discharge leg 114 is illustrated in FIG. 8. As 
shown, the conduit configuration of leg 114 includes a 
tapered necking at 138 in relation to which a composite 
venturi tube comprising a movable section 140 slidably 
telescoped on a fixed section 142 is interiorally ar 
ranged. The fixed venturi tube section 142 is flared at 
its upstream end for receiving strand material readily 
thereat, and is mounted adjacent this end to seal the 
surrounding venturi chamber, while the downstream 
end of movable venturi tube section 140 is chamfered 
to form an inwardly directed annular orifice at the ta 
pered necking 38 oriented in the direction of strand 
material circulation. 
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Positioning of movable section 140 is effected from 
an external lever structure 144 fixed to pivot pins 146 
at opposite sides of discharge leg 114 which extend 
therethrough to carry internal lever arms 148 having 
elongated slots adjacent their extending ends in which 
pins 150 ride that are carried by movable section 140. 
By this arrangement, the annular venturi orifice at ta 
pered necking 138 can be adjusted through shifting of 
the movable venturi tube section 140 from external 
lever structure 144, which is a feature of particular 
convenience when a different character of strand mate 
rial to be handled requires such adjustment. A slotted 
sector bracket 152 is suitably provided for fixing the 
lever structure 144 at a given setting by means of a 
clamp screw at 144", and, if desired, this sector bracket 
152 may bear suitable indicia for indicating the size of 
venturi orifice provided at a given lever structure set 
ting. In addition, discharge leg 114 is provided with a 
lateral inlet fitting 154 at which a supply line for the as 
pirating gas can be connected to feed the venturi cham 
ber, as well as with a tap fitting 156 for installation of a 
pressure gauge to indicate chamber pressure, and with 
at least one and preferably three symmetrically spaced 
positioning studs 158 that may be adjusted in radial ex 
tent to bear without binding at the outer face of mov 
able venturi tube section 140 to maintain it and the ad 
jacent end of fixed section 142 centered against the 
feeding force of the aspirating gas supplied through lat 
eral inlet 154. 
The remaining intake leg component 112 of the mod 

ified superstructure incorporates the improved extrac 
tion means mentioned earlier, as illustrated in FIG. S. 
For providing extraction capability, the intake leg 112 
includes a concentric housing member 160 enclosing 
an annular space that is divided into upper and lower 
chamber portions by a medially fixed annular partition 
162, with a lateral inlet fitting 164 opening into the 
upper chamber and a lateral outlet fitting 166 opening 
from the lower chamber. A coaxially mounted intake 
tube 168, having its upstream end flared as shown, is 
extended from the lower end of intake leg 112 into the 
lower chamber short of the medial partition 162, and a 
similarly mounted delivery tube 170 of corresponding 
diameter is disposed within the upper chamber above 
medial partition 162. These intake and delivery tubes 
168 and 170 are carried in respective bottom and top 
flanges 172 and 174 completing the intake leg 112, and 
are axially adjustable therein for setting the spacing of 
their extending ends in relation to medial partition 162. 
Finally, the inner periphery of medial partition 162 is 
fitted with a jet-forming ring 176 by which an annular 
orifice is provided at the spacing below the adjacent 
end of delivery tube 170 that is directed both inwardly 
and oppositely with respect to the direction of cloth cir 
culation and that may be fed through the housing inlet 
opening 64. 
This arrangement is operated for extraction purposes 

at the conclusion of a wet processing treatment by pres 
sure feeding an inert gas, normally air, to the upper 
housing chamber so that an inwardly and oppositely di 
rected jet action is applied to the strand material which 
its circulation is maintained by the venturi-jet in super 
structure discharge leg 114. The result is a displace 
ment of moisture in the strand material through Strand 
material penetration by the jet directed gas that gener 
ates a gas suspended extract continually as the strand 
material circulates. The penetrating action of the jet 
directed gas tends to increase with increasing jet oppo 
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10 
sition to strand material circulation, but such increase 
is accompanied by an increase in tension on the circu 
lating strand material which is generally undesirable. 
Accordingly, an angle of jet incidence should be em 
ployed that avoids subjecting the strand material to 
undue tension under given processing conditions. With 
a jet of the illustrated configuration having an inside di 
ameter of 44inchs and an orifice width of 2inch oper 
ating with a 500 c.f.m. air supply on strand material cir 
culating at 300 yards per minute, a reasonable balance 
of air penetration and tension avoidance has been ob 
tained at a jet incidence angle of 60° with respect to the 
strand material axis. The gas-Suspended extract gener 
ated can be drawn off readily for disposal by applying a 
suction influence in the lower housing chamber 
through the housing outlet 166 during the extraction in 
the manner to be noted further shortly in considering 
the representative operating system diagramed in FIG. 
9. 

In FIG.9, a three-position kier 100 of the FIG. 3 type 
is indicated which means that a modified Superstruc 
ture of the sort described above, together with related 
fittings and internal J-box arrangement, must be pro 
vided at each position, but the system diagramed is oth 
erwise representative for any number of positions. The 
aspirating influence for strand material circulation is 
produced by a blower 178 that draws from the interior 
of kier 100 through a suction leg 180 and delivers to 
the respective venturi-jets in the superstructure dis 
charge legs 114 through a pressure leg 182 in which a 
heat exchanger 184 is installed (compare FIG. 9 with 
FIGS. 3 and 4). The heat exchanger 184 is provided to 
control the air (or gas) delivery temperature at a suit 
able level until temperature elevation is needed for dye 
fixing or the like, and for this purpose is arranged with 
water supply and drain lines 186 and 188 under the 
control of a cooling signal system at 190 that responds 
to suitable temperature sensing means (not illustrated) 
to monitor the heat exchanger throughput for whatever 
cooling effect is needed. 

Introduction of treating liquor for application to the 
circulating strand material is effected by a pump 192 
that delivers through a throttle valve 194 and flow 
meter 196 to a nozzle 198 installed in the blower pres 
sure leg 182 as mentioned earlier. The treating liquor 
supply is drawn by pump 192 from a bank of mixing 
tanks 200 which are provided to allow capacity for pre 
paring a second treating liquor formulation while a first 
one is being fed, or for making a rinse or scour liquor 
available for application through pump 192 when de 
sired. Suitable water and steam supply systems 202 and 
204 run to the mixing tanks 200 and they are also pro 
vided with a drain system 206 as well as being selec 
tively connected at 208 with pump 192. 
Akier drain system at 210 is additionally arranged to 

serve the blower 178 and to allow recycling from either 
kier 100 or blower 178 to pump 192 through connec 
tions at 212 and 214 whenever liquor collecting at the 
kier bottom or in the blower for any reason contains 
enough treating liquor to make recycling desirable. A 
Steam supply line for kier 100 is provided at 216 (com 
pare FIG. 3 with FIG.9) for use in elevating tempera 
ture and maintaining strand moisture content during 
dye fixing, an air pad supply line at 218 is also prefera 
bly provided for use in pressurizing kier 100 to a de 
sired level prior to temperature elevation. The steam 
supply line 216 is alternatively used for connecting hot 
or cold water fill lines 220 and 222 with kier 100. 
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The previously described extraction jet installed in 
superstructure intake leg 112 is fed with air (or gas) 
from an auxiliary blower at 224 connected as indicated 
at 226 to the housing inlet 164 of intake leg 112, while 
the related housing outlet 166 is connected for dis 
charge through a line 228 which can be arranged to run 
alternatively to the inlet of auxiliary blower 224 beyond 
a water or moisture separator 230, or simply to dump at 
232. The first alternative employs blower 224 to pro 
vide the previously mentioned suction influence for 
carrying off the gas-suspended extract generated by the 
blower feed and improves the extraction results ob 
tained, although it imposes the additional burden of ob 
taining adequate water separation at 230. The second 
alternative avoids the water separation burden and can 
be preferable as the simpler one if the lesser extraction 
results obtained are sufficient for the particular condi 
tions at hand. When the second alternative is employed 
the discharge line 228 still functions effectively to carry 
off the gas-suspended extract by reason of the fact that 
the feed from auxiliary blower 224 then becomes an ex 
ternal one that results in increasing kier pressure 
enough to leave discharge line 228 and dump outlet 
232 as the easiest path for escape of the gas-suspended 
extract. 
Otherwise, the kier 100 is fitted with vent and relief 

valves, as indicated in FIG. 9 at 234 and 236, in the 
usual manner and for the usual purposes, and the oper 
ating system illustrated in FIG. 9 is well suited for auto 
matic monitoring from suitably located sensors em 
ployed to trigger operation of the system components 
in appropriate sequence and timed duration. 
The application of treating formulations to piece 

goods at short liquor ratios in the manner presently dis 
closed not only provides for application and distribu 
tion of the treating formulation with exceptional effec 
tiveness, but also has an important bearing and particu 
lar advantage in terms of the practical aspects of system 
operation and at any other time when kier temperature 
must be prevented from rising unduly. This latter ad 
vantage follows from the fact that the jetted inert gas by 
which the aspirating influence is provided for circula 
tion of the goods has the collateral effect of generating 
a moisture mist during application and distribution of 
the treating formulation, and as this mist permeates the 
kier atmosphere as its generation continues the blower 
feed to the aspirating jet which draws from the kier at 
mosphere becomes moisture laden at an early operat 
ing stage which means that the heat transfer efficiency 
at the heat exchanger provided to control blower feed 
temperature is significantly improved to render such 
control relatively easy in comparison with the problem 
that would exist if only dry air or gas were involved. In 
addition, when the time comes to elevate temperature 
for dye fixation, this moist condition of the kier atmo 
sphere significantly improves the effectiveness with 
which heat energy is transferred from the blower to the 
material being processed and accounts in large mea 
sure for the rapid rates at which temperature can be el 
evated according to the present invention in reliance 
on blower heat input together with steam injection. 

Piece goods dyeings that are well penetrated and ex 
ceptionally level can be obtained readily under mill 
conditions according to the present invention which 
has been described in detail above for purposes of illus 
tration only, and which is not intended to be limited by 
this description or otherwise to exclude any variation 
or equivalent procedure or arrangement that would be 
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12 
apparent from, or reasonably suggested by, the forego 
ing disclosure to the skill of the art. 
We claim: 
1. Apparatus adapted for wet processing textile 

strand material with a treating liquor formulated for ef 
fective application at a short liquor ratio, said appara 
tus comprising a pressure kier, means for circulating 
said strand material in traveling strand form to and 
from a pleated accumulation within said kier, said cir 
culating means including a venturi-jet through which 
said strand material is trained for circulation and a 
closed system for supplying an inert gas to said jet 
under pressure so as to generate an aspirating influence 
thereat for inducing strand material circulation, and 
means for applying said treating liquor formulation 
from a source outside said kier by metering the formu 
lation into the inert gas supply ahead of the venturi-jet 
during circulation of said strand material. 

2. Apparatus as defined in claim 1 wherein said sys 
tem for supplying an inert gas to said jet incorporates a 
blower connected to draw from the interior of said kier 
and deliver to said jet. 

3. Apparatus as defined in claim 2 wherein heat ex 
change means is installed in the delivery leg of said 
blower. 
4. Apparatus as defined in claim 3 wherein said kier 

is equipped with a roll having a perforate working sur 
face over which said strand material is trained during 
circulation, and the suction side of said blower is con 
nected for selective application of a suction influence 
on strand material at said perforate roll surface. 

5. Apparatus as defined in claim 1 wherein said circu 
lating means additionally includes a lifter roll over 
which said strand material is trained adjacently ahead 
of said jet. 

6. Apparatus as defined in claim 5 wherein said lifter 
roll has a perforate working surface and has means con 
nected therewith for imposing a suction influence on 
strand material trained thereover. 

7. Apparatus as defined in claim 5 wherein said kier 
is arranged with a conduit superstructure through 
which said strand material is moved during circulation, 
said conduit superstructure including a vertical intake 
leg rising from said kier, an inclined discharge leg re 
turning to said kier and in which said venturi-jet is in 
stalled, and an enlarged housing forming a junction of 
said legs and in which said lifter roll is installed. 

8. Apparatus as defined in claim 7 wherein the incli 
nation of said discharge leg is such as to provide a wrap 
of circulating strand material about said lifter roll ap 
proaching 180 as nearly as possible. 
9. Apparatus as defined in claim 7 wherein said kier 

is partitioned interiorly to provide a J-box accumula 
tion space therein for the circulating strand material 
and said discharge leg returns to said kier through a fit 
ting extending to a terminal horizontal portion therein 
from which returning strand material is projected for 
inpact against wall faces of the J-box space in the 
course of accumulating therein. 

10. Apparatus as defined in claim 7 wherein an ex 
traction jet is installed in said vertical superstructure 
leg for subjecting strand material to an aspirating influ 
ence thereat directed oppositely to the direction of 
strand material circulation. 

11. Apparatus as defined in claim 10 wherein said 
vertical superstructure leg is additionally fitted for ap 
plication of a suction influence therein ahead of said 
extraction jet. 
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12. Apparatus as defined in claim 1 wherein said 
means for applying said treating liquor formulation is a 
system for metering it into the gas supply ahead of said 
venturi-jet during circulation of said strand material. 

13. Apparatus as defined in claim 12 wherein said 
treating liquor metering system comprises a mixing 
tank, a pump connected for delivering formulated 
treating liquor from said mixing tank through an add 
line, a throttle valve and flow meter installed in said 
add line, and a nozzle at the downstream end of said 
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14 
add line fitted to discharge within said gas supply sys 
tem ahead of said venturi-jet. 

14. Apparatus as defined in claim 1 wherein heating 
means is disposed within said kier, and said kier is fitted 
with a connection for supplying steam therein. 

15. Apparatus as defined in claim 1 wherein said 
strand material circulating means is arranged to impose 
incidental mechanical forces on said strandmaterial by 
impact during circulation thereof. 


